First Observation of Smith-Purcell Radiation from Relativistic Electrons INTRODUCTION
Smith-I'urc~PIl radiation is the name given to electromagnetic radiation generat,ed when an electron beam passes over the surface of a metal grating. It wi*$ first observed by Smith and Purcell in 1953 [l] and has since been the suljjpct of a nllmtm of thoret~ical aritl experimentA publications [2] . Previous observations havp been made mainly in the visible region, arid with beams of energy significant,-ly less than 500 krV.
The rlcctrons interact wit,h the longitudinal component of a slow surfarc wave of spatial frequencies dominated by harmonics of the grating period. As a means to transfer energy from an electron beam into coherent electromagnetic radiation. it offers another basis for the FEL. The inverse process has been considered as a possible means of c>l(:c.t.ron acceleration to high energy [3] .
Kiti~!iliitt irs dc~trvrrlinc:s thp disp~~rsion rclat,iorl giving t IN' wavC1Pngt.h of the radiation emitted Xsp as:
where XC; is the grating period, /3 is the electron velocity in unit,s of c. and 0 is t,he angle of rmission of the radiat.inn to the electron beam direction. Tht, objcct.ives of t,ltis experiment, were to observe spantaneous Sr11i th-Purcell radiation in the far infra-red generate-d by a twmn of relativist,ic electrons and m+=asure t.ht> output powt'r. Difficulties were experienced with bot,h the yield and short lifetime of thcx cathodes; these were not fully overromC S~IICP only minimal resources could be applied and operation of the Van de Graaff had to cease for financial reasons by October 1991. Another unsolved problem was a slight positional jitter in the beam and a beam size somewhat larger than expect,-ed. The beam size, shape, and transverse position could 1~ controlled using up-stream deflecting magnrts and a quadrupole doublets lens.
The electron beam current, was measured at the gun exit, and by measuring the charge collected on the grating and the beam dump; the latter signal also st~c~l as a trigger for recording the Smith-Purcell optical signal. The dat,a were eventually taken in i\ugust and October 1991 with a beam size in the grating position of about 3mrn (transverscb to the grating) by 6mm, and beam currents from 50mA up to a maximum of 200mA; giving current tknsitips in the range 0.3.iA/sr11~ to 1 .7A/cm2.
Oplics a.ntl Detection
The arrangement for the obst,rvation of Srnit,h-I'urccGl radiiit.iorl is illustrated in Figurta I. In order to clrtect t,he radiation rmitt,ed at, a rangtb of anglcas a rotatablrh plant% A helium-cooled InSb electron bolometer was placed at the exit slit of the monochromator.
This had a response time of 0.5;~s and could detect peak powers of less than IO nW over the wavelength range 400.-2500/~m.
The light passed through three TPX windows: at the entrance and exit of the separately evacuat,ed copper pipe, and at, the entsranc'e t,o the cryostat. The air path in the spectrometer was *about 4m.
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Movement of the plane mirror enabled observations at emission angles of '25' up to 94' from the forward direction of the beam. The relationship between mirror angle and emission angle was directly calibrated externally using a helium laser. Angles in the backward direction could he reached by dismounting the plate carrying the grating and mirrors, rotating it through 180°, and introducing a short periscope to convey the light to the light pipe entrance. lt was subsequently discovered that a slight misalignment, occrlrred in the periscope and a 2' correction was applied to this set of data. The positions of the plane mirror and the grating were ulnder independent, rrmote control. as was the angle of the spectrometer grating. than the spectromet,er bandwidth
The gratings were ruled with a 30' blaze on aluminium bars 2cm in width., with a slightly conc,ave surface facing the beam, and wilh an effective optical length of about 7cm along the heam.
The results obtained in the two October runs, finishing on 31st,, are summarised in Figure 4 showing the relationship between the observed wavelengths, Xo~s, and the values predicted from the dispersion formula (1)) Xs~l, The agreement is excellent over the whole range' of angles explored, from 56" to 150'. There can be no doubt, that. this is Smith-Purcell radiation.
RESULTS
A typical Smit,h-F'urcell signal, as recorded on the Lecroy model 9400A digit,aI oscilloscope averaged over 100 pulses, is shown in Figure> 2. This was obtained wit,11 a 3.6 MeV electron beam passing over a (nominal) 0.030 inch period grating. Fig.3 shows the signal as a function of wavelength using the same gr,zting for an emission angle of 115'. The FWIIM is about. 881.11~ consistent with the rang? of efficirnt, collection in angle of t.ht, optical syst,cm, and wider 5000 K above 400pm [5] . This allowed a direct calibration of the entire system, using the same optical train, spectrometer and detector. Figure 5 shows the yield of spontaneous Smith-Purcell radiation generated by a O.lA electron beam and entering the detector to be greater than that from the mercury source for wavelengt#hs above 600kdm, and more than ten times larger for wavelengths greater than lZOO/lm. Figure 5 uses data from four different runs and the systematic shifts in position are consistent with being due to difficulties in reproducing identical operating conditions for the beam; however the overall conclusion is not affected. Further analysis is underway to obtain figures for the power output aa a function of wavelength and angle of emission.
CONCLUSIONS
Smith-Purcell radiation haa been observed in the far infrared generated by relativistic electrons of energy 3.6 MeV, over a continuous range of emission angles from 56' to 150", and wavelengths from 350pm to 1860pm.
The first indications from a direct calibration using a mercury vapour source at 5000 K are that even with an electron bea.m clearly very inferior to state of the art, the yield can be significantly greater in this region of the spectrum and, given optimal beam conditions, suggest that a device based on the spontaneous Smith-Purcell mechanism could rival the synchrotron as a coherent FIR source. Moreover these results give encouragement to proposals to use thr Smith-Purcell effect as the basis for an incxpensive, compact, easily tunable IR FEL [6] . 
